2020 PUBLIC WORKS CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS. PROJECT NUMBER FOLLOWED BY PROJECT NAME, THEN PROJECT LOCATION(S) AND ACTIVITY (COMPLETED ROADS / PROJECTS ARE IN RED)

- **PW20000RDW**  2020 CONTRACTED ASPHALT PAVEMENT PRESERVATION CHIP SEAL BY CONTRACTOR
  - CHIP SEAL ON: SULPHUR SPRINGS RD (THIRD TO SECOND ONLY), SECOND ST (SULPHUR SPRINGS), THIRD ST (SULPHUR SPRINGS), SULPHUR SPRINGS LANDING, BURGESS AVE, KONERT RD, MONTEBELLO RD, DULIN CREEK RD, STAHL RD, ENGLE CREEK RD, KOCH VALLEY RD, INDIAN SPRINGS RD, JOHN SWALLER RD , WEST SWALLER RD, AMY CLARK RD, LYNCH RD, MARBLE SPRINGS RD (METROPOLITAN TO UPPER MOSS HOLLOW), RICE RD, HENSLEY RD, ALLEN RD, GIRL SCOUT RD, GOLDMAN (EAST) RD

- **PW20SUBAOP**  2020 SUBDIVISION ASPHALT OVERLAY PROGRAM
  - ASPHALT OVERLAY IN COUNTRY RIDGE SUBDIVISION ON COUNTRY RIDGE LN / WEST ELM ESTATES ON RON DE LE DR / BARRETS AT CEDAR RIDGE ON LYLE LN / TURN BO ESTATES ON DEAN DR

- **PW20SUBPSP**  2020 SUBDIVISION PAVEMENT SURFACE PRESERVATION AND CRACK SEAL BY CONTRACTOR
  - CRACK SEAL:
    - MYSTIC VALLEY ESTATES SUBDIVISION - MYSTIC VALLEY DRIVE, MYSTIC VALLEY COURT, MYSTIC VALLEY CIRCLE
    - CASTLEGATE SUBDIVISION - CASTLEGATE DRIVE, BROOKFIELD LANE, CASTLE PINES COURT, CASTLE PINES DRIVE, CASTLEGATE COURT, LEXINGTON COURT, WINDHAVEN COURT
    - REMINGTON PLACE - PHASE 1 SUBDIVISION - MALLARD COURT, REMINGTON DRIVE, REMINGTON PLACE
    - WINTER LAKE ESTATES SUBDIVISION - WINTER BROOK DRIVE, WINTER LAKE BOULEVARD, WINTER LAKE CIRCLE, WINTER LAKE DRIVE, WINTER POND DRIVE, WINTER RIVER COURT
    - MERAMEC ESTATES - DANIEL COURT
    - IMPERIAL HILLS SUBDIVISION - IMPERIAL HILLS DRIVE
    - AMBERLEIGH WOODS ESTATES - AMBER BLUFF LANE, AMBER MEADOWS DRIVE, AMBERLEIGH PARKWAY, AMBER HEIGHTS COURT, AMBER HEIGHTS LANE, AMBER LAKE COURT, AMBER VIEW DRIVE, AMBER WAY COURT, CLUBHOUSE DRIVE
    - CAPE TOWN VILLAGE SOUTH - WELLESLEY DRIVE, WEYMOUTH DRIVE, WOBURN DRIVE, BRAINTREE DRIVE, CAMBRIDGE ROAD, CAPE TOWN VILLAGE ROAD, SOMERVILLE DRIVE, SOMERVILLE SPUR, WINTHROP DRIVE
    - WILLIAMSBURG ESTATES - ST. LUKES CHURCH ROAD
    - HARBOR VIEW ESTATES - HARBOR HILL DRIVE
    - HARMONY HILLS MANOR - HARMONY HILLS DRIVE, HARMONY RIDGE DRIVE, CORD CIRCLE
    - DELORES SUBDIVISION - DELORES DRIVE, GEORGIA SPUR, MARY DRIVE, LOIS LANE, PATRICIA PLACE, CHRISTINE COURT
    - TWIN PINES - CHRISTY JO LANE, TWIN SPRINGS BOULEVARD, LABARQUE SPRING COURT, RUSTIC SPRING COURT, CRYSTAL RIDGE COURT, GOLDEN SPRING COURT
  - SEAL COAT:
    - MERAMEC ESTATES - DANIEL COURT
    - IMPERIAL HILLS SUBDIVISION - IMPERIAL HILLS DRIVE
    - HARMONY HILLS - HARMONY HILLS DRIVE, HARMONY RIDGE DRIVE, CORD CIRCLE
    - DELORES SUBDIVISION - DELORES DRIVE, MARY DRIVE
  - ASPHALT OVERLAY:
    - DELORES SUBDIVISION - GEORGIA SPUR, LOIS LANE, PATRICIA PLACE, CHRISTINE COURT

- **PW20SUBPCCREP**  2020 SUBDIVISION PCC PANEL REPLACEMENTSSLAB REPLACEMENT BY CONTRACTOR
  - CASTLEGATE SUBDIVISION - CASTLEGATE DRIVE
  - EAGLE POINT ESTATES - APPLE BLOSSOM COURT
  - AMBERLEIGH WOODS ESTATES - AMBER BLUFF LANE, AMBER MEADOWS DRIVE, AMBERLEIGH PARKWAY
  - WINTER BLUFF ESTATES - WINTER BLUFF COURTS, WINTER BLUFF DRIVE, WINTER LAKE DRIVE
  - TIMBER RIDGE SUBDIVISION - TIMBER HOLLOW LANE
- IVY TRAILS SUBDIVISION - IVY TRAILS COURT, RUDDY RIDGE DRIVE
- TWIN PINES SUBDIVISION - CRYSTAL RIDGE COURT, GOLDEN SPRING COURT, LABARQUE SPRING COURT, TWIN SPRINGS BOULEVARD, CHRISTY JO LANE
- SAMARRA ESTATES – SAMARRA ESTATES DRIVE

- PW20139BRG HILLSBORO HOUSE SPRINGS ROAD BRIDGE
  - BRIDGE REPLACEMENT OVER TRIBUTARY TO BELEW CREEK

- PW20SUBBRG JOSHUA CROSSING BRIDGE REHAB
  - BRIDGE DECK REPLACEMENT, PAINTING OF STEEL ON CALEB CROSSING OVER SUGAR CREEK

- PW20SUBPCCREP 2020 SUBDIVISION CONCRETE PANEL REPLACEMENT
  - APPLE BLOSSOM CT, TWIN SPRINGS BLVD, CHRISTY JO LN, CRYSTAL RIDGE CT, GOLDEN SPRING CT, LABARQUE SPRING CT, AMBERLEIGH PKWY, AMBER MEADOWS DR, AMBER BLUFF LN / CASTLEGATE SUBDIVISION CASTLE PINES DR, CASTLE PINES CT, CASTLEGATE CT, WIND HAVEN CT, LEXINGTON CT

- STP-5403(673) CHARTER CHURCH ROAD BRIDGE
  - BRIDGE REPLACEMENT OVER PLATTIN CREEK AT MITCH SWEET RD

- STP-5403(674) DOC SARGENT BRIDGE
  - BRIDGE REPLACEMENT OVER LABARQUE CREEK

- STP-5403(675) WHITEHEAD ROAD BRIDGE
  - BRIDGE REPLACEMENT OVER TRIBUTARY OF COTTER CREEK

- STP-5403(686) SECKMAN RD PHASE 2 H.S. ENTRANCE TO 275' W/O SECKMAN SPRINGS DR
  - SIGNALS AT SCHOOL ENTRANCES / SIDEWALKS / LIGHTING

- STP-5403(689) CEDAR HILL ROAD AT LOCAL HILLSBORO ROAD
  - SOUTH INTERSECTION WITH LOCAL HILLSBORO ROAD - REALIGN INTERSECTION

- STP-5460(604) ANTIRE ROAD AT WILLIAMS CREEK ROAD
  - INTERSECTION WITH WILLIAMS CREEK RD - REALIGN INTERSECTION

- STP-5462(607) OLD STATE RT. 21 AT LIONS DEN
  - INTERSECTION WITH LIONS DEN ROAD - ADD TURN LANES

- STP-5462(608) OLD STATE RT. 21 AT EAST FOUR RIDGE
  - INTERSECTION WITH EAST FOUR RIDGE AND WEST FOUR RIDGE - REALIGN INTERSECTION

- STP-5476(611) EAST FOUR RIDGE - OLD LEMAY FERRY RD TO 800' EAST OF OLD STATE RT 21
  - CHIP SEAL FROM OLD 21 TO OLD LEMAY FERRY

- STP-5476(612) HILLSBORO VALLEY PARK ROAD WILLIAMS CREEK RD TO ST. LOUIS COUNTY LIMIT
  - ULTRA THIN BONDED WEARING SURFACE

- STP-5479(603) OLD ANTONIA ROAD - OLD HIGHWAY M TO WEST OF IMPERIAL MAIN
  - ULTRA THIN BONDED WEARING SURFACE

- STP-7202(602) SECKMAN ROAD - OLD LEMAY FERRY RD TO 0.33 MILES EAST
  - ROUNDABOUT / SIDEWALKS / LIGHTING (UTILITY WORK IN 2020. CONSTRUCTION TO OCCUR IN 2021)

- IN HOUSE - ASPHALT PAVEMENT PRESERVATIONCHIP SEAL BY COUNTY FORCES